Life at The Top – Chapter 1624
“Also, we have to get rid of Jasper.”

Vernon said in a dark tone, “I just received the report. Just a few days ago, before he attacked the Sun
Dollars exchange rate, he pledged a large amount of gold to the central bank and borrowed a large amount of
money. He deliberately wanted to lie on Sunrise Land’s body to suck up its blood.”

“I will find a way to withhold this lot of gold, but at the surface level, as long as all procedures are legal and
compliant, the central bank cannot really refuse Jasper his gold, so you must do this as soon as possible,
understand?”

Myles frowned and said, “I understand what you mean.”

Two minutes after they hung up, Sunrise Land held a press conference. The press conference announced only
two things.

“The head of Sunrise Land was unable to effectively exercise his power due to his physical condition.
According to the Sunrise Land Constitution, the deputy will temporarily replace the head to exercise all
powers.”

“The first order after the deputy obtained legal power was to have the central bank release 500 billion US
Dollars in foreign exchange reserves to steady Sun dollar’s exchange rate.”

These two pieces of news blew up the global financial community.

If people thought Jasper was just a bit tricky, if not brave, before, almost everyone was treating him as a god
now.

If any head of a country had health problems, it would be an absolute secret. Even the higher-ups of the
country might not know it, let alone a foreigner.

In that case, how could Jasper know of this in advance and manage to seize this opportunity?

Right now, in Nauritus City, Jasper could finally temporarily breathe a sigh of relief.

“Everyone, our plan was half successful.”

In front of Jasper, the screens of the Harbor City trading center and Waterhoof City trading center were being
displayed.

The little prince, Lord Alvarado, and Kayden all smiled.

“Not bad, we made quite a lot of money this time and I can finally come up with an explanation.”

Kayden laughed and said, “I lost one-third of my principal when I suffered the most damage. To be honest,
I was thinking of retreating at that time, but Jasper, it seems that trusting you was the right choice.”

“This is due to everyone working together, but the follow-up plan will be more difficult, so over these two
days, all of you should take a break and wait for us to launch the second wave of attacks.”

“Is the second wave of attacks a decisive battle with Wall Street capital?” The little prince asked.

As soon as he asked the question, Kayden and Lord Alvarado’s expression became serious.

Jasper said with a nod, “This will be the most difficult part. Before this, we withdrew a lot of funds from the
Dow Jones to snipe Sun Dollars.”

“But at that time, we couldn‘t let them know what we were doing, so we had to sacrifice a large portion of the
funds at the high point. Coupled with the crazy offensive of Quantum Fund, almost all of those losses have
been liquidated.”

“We must always remember that throughout this time, our real enemy has never been Sunrise Land.”

“There are three reasons we sniped Sun Dollars. The first is that its high debt gave us exploitable loopholes.
The second is that we needed to replenish our capital. The third is that we wanted to defeat Softwin. If not for
these factors, it would have been almost impossible for us to defeat Quantum Fund.”

“Now, Softwin is lying defeated the ground. After we use these two days to recompose ourselves and later
defeat Quantum Fund, we’ll finally achieve real victory.”

“If we end it like this, Quantum Fund will charge at us with hatred and the domestic financial system will
simply not be able to withstand it.”

“Jasper, what are you going to do during these two days?” Lord Alvarado asked.

Jasper sighed lightly and said, “I’m going to withdraw the gold that I pledged to Sunrise Land.”

